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The Embassy Suites Charlotte-Concord Golf Resort and Spa
located in Concord, North Carolina is now accepting room
reservations. Join us at the 47th AWS National Conference
in the Tar Heel State!

October 30th through
November 1, 2014

Room rate: $139 plus tax, single or double occupancy

National Conference
Book Your Room Now!

Make your reservations by either:
• Calling the hotel direct @ 704.455.8200 and speaking
to their reservations department.
• Calling 1 800 EMBASSY (800.362.2779)
• Going online to www.embassysuitesconcord.com
• Click on “Make a Reservation”
• Enter your arrival and departure dates
• Click on “Add special rate codes”
• Enter Group Code: AWS
• Click on “Check Availability” to make
your reservation
A one night non-refundable deposit will be required
Questions? Contact the AWS National Office, 888.297.9070
or executivedirector@americanwinesociety.org
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LETTER
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JIM RINK

Published by
s the well-regarded wine writer Leon Adams once observed: “Anyone who

tries to make you believe that he knows all about wines is obviously a fake.”

The American Wine Society,
a non-profit corporation,
PO Box 279, Englewood, OH 45322

In this issue of the Journal, we’ll assume for a moment that some people do

Single copies $5.00

know it all and examine the qualities that make someone a wine expert versus

Copyright © 2014 by AWS, Inc.
Reproduction or use of the editorial
or pictorial content without written
permission is prohibited.

an expert assessor and how those qualities come into play when formally
assessing your final product. Toward that end, Bibiana Guerra provides a summary
of how to optimize your sensory evaluation of wine with an eye toward
consumer preferences.
We will also examine the many variations and themes of wine, starting with
Gene Spaziani’s informative piece on Niagara — North America’s vitis labrusca
extraordinaire. Did you know that North America was first discovered by Viking
explorers hundreds of years before Columbus and given the rather precocious
but prophetic title of Vinland?
On the travel front, George Medovoy weaves a tale of Cuban cigars, dead
Presidents, a Russian invasion and Hollywood stars, all of whom have a
connection with Little River Inn on the picturesque Mendocino Coast in
California, a wine drinker’s nirvana.
We happily present “21 Wines to Watch” by Ellen Landis, CS, CSW. In this issue, our favorite Ellen features mostly California wines, with Colorado, Georgia,
Washington, Ohio and New Jersey also represented. Wine prices in this issue’s
collection range from $13 to $135.
Michael Schafer, CSW, continues his theme of food and wine pairing; this time
around it’s wine and dessert (with a nod to chocolate). Roger Morris, new to the
Journal, examines the term “authenticity” and how it applies to the winemaking
process. In his article, he interviews six world-famous winemakers to determine
what was considered authentic or traditional in 1963. You’ll be surprised how far
we have come, but is it all good?
				Stay thirsty,
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NIAGARA

A North American Native Grape Variety

W

by Gene Spaziani

hen Leif Erikson, the adventurous Viking, landed on

make wine from the native varieties, but the end result did

North American soil centuries before Christo-

not meet exacting European standards.

pher Columbus, he was so taken by the growth of

wild grapevines that he gave the New World its first official

To remedy the situation, Jefferson and Washington imported

name of “Vinland.” The mystery as to how these vines

European grapevines to plant in America but without suc-

first arrived in Vinland has never been officially document-

cess as the European vines did not survive and could not

ed, but there have been many unofficial explanations by

produce a crop. The climate, the soil and lack of

historians through the years.

technology contributed to the demise of the noble grape-

“Equally blessing the rich, the poor, he has conferr
During the founding years of America, the potential of

vines, so America turned its drinking habits to distilled

creating a wine consuming nation was possible, but due to

spirits and beer, products which could be made from readily

the fact that the prolific native grapes made odd flavored

available raw materials.

and different tasting wines compared with European
varieties, this potential was not immediately realized. Even

The native American grapevines, known as vitis labrusca,

Thomas Jefferson and George Washington, both wine

because of their hardiness and resistance to disease, have

enthusiasts, winemakers and brew masters, attempted to

continued to proliferate in North America, with Niagara

6 |
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being the leading and most productive white variety and

average yield per ton, so a yield of 5 tons per acre can

Concord the leading red variety. Some of the others include

ultimately produce 850 gallons of wine per acre.

Catawba, Cynthiana (Norton), Elvira and Diamond. It is
believed that many of the vitis labrusca varieties were

Traditionally, Niagara produces low sugar and high acid juice,

hybridized with some of the vitis vinifera (the noble vines)

so winemakers must make adjustments before fermenta-

in the 1800s, but documentation is lacking, except in the

tion is initiated. The acids are lowered by adding water and

case of Niagara, which was a cross between Concord and

the sugar count is raised by adding sugar. This is common

Cassady, a vinifera variety in New York state in 1872.

in northern cool climate regions where sun exposure is
limited. The opposite scenario occurs in California, where

Researchers have stated that these undocumented hybrids

warmer days push sugar counts way up beyond ideal levels

should be called vitis labruscana to properly identify them.

in some cases and hold acid contents down, so, they too
must make adjustments prior to fermentation to achieve

Today, Niagara is the most successful native variety planted

the proper balance. In this case, water is added to reduce

in New York state and, interestingly, the leading white wine

sugar and acid is added to raise those levels.

grape planted in Brazil. The Niagara still produces “foxy” or
“grapey” wines, but many consumers find those attributes

Occasionally, in California, depending on the region, ideal

to be positive and pleasant.

acid and sugar numbers are in unison and adjustments are
not necessary, but this is the exception and similar circum-

Like Jefferson and Washington, many hard core wine buffs

stances rarely occur in northern climates.

today scorn the variety and generally disapprove of wines
made from native grapes, but due to the high productivity,

The good news is, thanks to modern wine growing

availability, hardiness and low cost of the Niagara grapes,

methods, with a nod to local terroir and highly adaptive

many home winemakers find them to be a reliable,

grapes like Niagara, in Erikson’s Vinland, local wines can

economical alternative.

now be found from sea to shining sea.

ed the joy of wine.” — Euripides (480-406 B.C.)
COOL CLIMATE KING
Niagara is easy to grow in most northern regions of North
America and the grapes mature early in the growing season
arrive early and kill many mature grapes still hanging on the

About The Author

vines. The low cost of Niagara grapes and juice continues

Gene Spaziani is a winemaker, wine educator and

— a positive feature in cool climates where fall frosts can

to be a significant reason why many home and commercial
winemakers buy this variety every year.

longtime contributor to the Journal. He received

Industry reports indicate that, during the 2011 grape

a Best in Class award for Blush Wine in the 2013

harvest in New York, the cost of Niagara grapes averaged
between $350 and $650 per ton, among the lowest of all

AWS Amateur Wine Competition.

grapes harvested that year. In addition, Niagara grapes yield
between 3 and 9 tons per acre, with 5 tons being average.
Further analysis indicates that 170 gallons of wine is the
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G
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inemakers often talk about

makers today who want their work to

• Marco Felluga in Collio,

their quest for “authenticity”

be authentic, natural, or traditional, the

• Joe Babich near Auckland,

– but authentic to what time

Spaniard had difficulty in defining ex-

• Mike Grgich in Napa Valley and

and what place? This writer

actly what he meant – although he was

• Angelo Gaja in Barbaresco.

sought out six respected

sure he knew exactly what he meant.

vintners who were making wine 50
years ago and asked them what was

Part of the problem in pinning down

Here are their remembrances as to
what was authentic in 1963:

what is (or is not) “authentic”

AUTHEN

“authentic” back then.

I’m fairly certain the first time a wine-

or“traditional” is that, by definition,

maker told me he wanted his wines to

“authentic” must be true to a time and

be “authentic” was one cool Septem-

place. In the decade since I had that

Robert Drouhin was in his sixth vintage

ber evening in 2004 at the bar of the

conversation with Rodriguez, I have

at Maison Joseph Drouhin in 1963,

Hotel Fuente de la Aceña in the Ribero

had scores of winemakers in many

having taken over winemaking

del Duero.

countries vow their fealty to

officially in 1957.

authenticity, yet only vaguely being
Over a couple of bottles of his own

able to explain what they mean. Most

wines, Telmo Rodriguez was remi-

were sincere. Others, I suspect, only

niscing about his winemaking journey

chose those aspects of authenticity

to that date – being an apprentice in

that were convenient.

France, working for a while in the win-

Robert Drouhin in Burgundy

“You must remember that in the early
Sixties, most vines in Burgundy were
very old, as the economy had not
recovered yet, and few growers had
the financial possibilities to replant,”

eries of Galicia (“some places there

Still, it is a fascinating topic, so I decid-

Drouhin begins, speaking from Oregon

are like being in the Middle Ages”) and

ed to choose a single year as a base-

during harvest at Domaine Drouhin,

starting his own winemaking company

line – a time that was not too modern,

even though he officially is “retired.”

10 years earlier.

yet still within the memories of older

“Vines were heterogeneous, generally

winemakers – and ask them what

weak, fairly often marked by some

winemaking was like in their region at

viruses. Typically, in autumn the foliage

that time. What was authentic, wheth-

varied in color due to different vigor,

er good or bad, 50 years ago in 1963?

lack of fertilizers or diseases. It was

I found six men whose excellent

nicer than today when all vineyards

memories match their reputations:

look alike, with the same green color

“All my energies are in trying to vindicate original winemaking,” he told me.
“It is very important to produce wines
that are very simple and very original. I
want my wines to be authentic.”
Quite interested, I asked Rodriguez to
define “authentic.” Like many wine8 |
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“Vineyards were cultivated with

“Vinification was conducted in wood-

of the station oenologique, and he told

horses,”

“which

en vats, and sometime in concrete

me of this second fermentation.”

meant… the plots of vineyards could

containers,” he says. “There were a

be small, and there were more small

few metal tanks, but, as they were not

Wines were kept longer than today

retaining walls. Only copper and sul-

insulated, temperature was not good,

before bottling, racked by habit every

fur were used, no synthetic chemicals,

and they were not favored. There was

4 months, then fined with egg whites.

and no fertilizers except horse manure

no pre-maceration, no inoculation of

“Egg whites are now legally forbidden

he

continues,

TICITY
in winter.”

yeast. Often, we picked a small parcel

– stupid,” Drouhin says.

CIRCA 1963
by Roger Morris

Pruning and trellising were essen-

in advance to get some juice naturally

“With white wines, the difference was

tially the same as today, he says,

fermenting, which, a week later which

in the press - vertical, hand-moved,

except the hand-trimmed vines were

would use to ‘inoculate’ at the begin-

which means that it took more time

sometimes lower as “arms have a

ning of the harvest.”

to press, and the running juice was

tendency to fall when you trim!” As
vine vigor was low, there was no
“green harvesting” – removing some

About one-third of stems were used in
the fermentation, Drouhin says, chap-

bunches for higher quality.

talization (adding of sugar to get higher,

When it came to harvesting, “we

as now, but the use of tartaric acid did

already were checking the sugar

not begin, and was not needed, until

content with a hand refractometer,

the 1980s.

but did not analyze the juice for pH
or acidity,”Drouhin says.“ Supposedly
knowledgeable persons would meet
in the town hall to decide the best
day to start the harvest. This ban de
vendange in Beaune would then be a
model, at least for the growers of Côte
de Beaune. On the last day of the
harvest, there would be a bunch of
flowers attached to the last horse
cart… a tradition which is lost, alas!”

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

more stable alcohols) took place then

Only about 20 percent of new barrels
were used, but they were first rinsed
with hot water “to eliminate the harsh
tannins of the wood and some of the

longer in contact with the skins, which
meant more aeration, too,” he says.
“Wines were kept in wood for 12 to
18 months, sometimes a little more.
The wine developed more character
that way, but also more yellowish
color, whichwas partly eliminated by
skimmed-milk

fining,

nowadays

practically forbidden by law!”
James Symington in
the Douro Valley

exogenous fragrance they would

James Symington joined the family

impart to the wine.” Old barrels were

business in 1960 and became head

steamed for sanitation, then re-used.

of the winemaking team in 1966. He

“There was no or little knowledge

worked the 1963 vintage with his father.

of malolactic fermentation,” Drouhin
says. “I was fortunate to be able to rely
on my father’s friend, Monsieur Michel

“In 1963 nearly all vineyards had traditional stone terraces,”Symington says,
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and the older ones were fairly flat with

“Sampling for sugar content of

extract color and body. This method

only 2 or 3 rows of vines. “Vineyards

the grapes was carried out, as now.

was originally devised with the inten-

planted in the 1930s and 1940s often

However, today far more factors are

tion that it could be employed without

had 8 or 10 rows of vines and were

taken into consideration as winemak-

any external power source, the pres-

therefore more sloping and thus often

ing knowledge has progressed so

sure of the gas eliminating the need

more difficult to work.” Vertically plant-

much,” he says. “It is an extraordinary

for electrically powered pumps.”

ed vineyards first appeared in the Douro

fact that, although Portugal has always

in 1959, he says, and needed “plowing

been a large wine producer, there

machinery winched on cables,” adopt-

were for many years virtually no wine

ing the system used on the Rhine.

schools in the country.” The first was

“Meanwhile the terraces made with

not established, he says, until after the

The brandy used for Port fortification
has basically been the same throughout the years. Also, as now, following
fortification, the wines were stored in

Revolution of 1974.

the Douro for six months or so, “the

banked terraces made with bulldozers,”

In the best farms or quintas,“there

matter of the grapes to form a heavy

he says. “Nowadays, most plantings

was always more care taken to

sediment in the vats or tanks.” Begin-

are done by the bulldozed terrace

remove any moldy or defective grapes,

ning in March, the young wines were

method, vertical plantings being

but on the whole there was no

shipped by truck to the lodges in Vila

confined to the more gentle slopes.”

rigorous selection,” Symington says.

Nova de Gaia to be strictly graded

“All the best properties were still

before blending would begin.

stone walls were giving way to earth-

There was a greater variety of grapes
being used then, Symington says.
“In 1963, virtually all vineyards were
planted as field blends. As a general

using lagares, the grapes being fed
into a mechanical roller/crusher and
being partially destalked before enter-

cold of the winter causing the solid

“Whereas I believe that the finest
wines of the past are still being equaled

ing the lagar to be trodden by foot.”

today,” Symington concludes, “and

lower, was planted with good varietals

A labor shortage in the Sixties led to

more modest lower-end Ports such as

to produce quality wines, whereas

the introduction of autovinificadores,

the three- or four-year-old rubies and

the Lower Douro was planted [with]

he says, “an ingenious system invent-

tawnies, which make up a significant

high-yielding, poorer varieties, includ-

ed by French technicians in Algeria in

part of Port sales, are of a generally

ing quite a lot of white grapes largely

1919/1920 by which wine fermenting

much higher standard than was the

destined for distilling.”

in a closed tank would use the pres-

case 50 years ago.”

rule, the Upper Douro, where rainfall is

All vineyard work was done by hand, as
much of it still is, including harvesting.

10 |
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Marco Felluga in Collio

“The only temperature control we

Marco Felluga founded his eponymous estate in the 1950s in Gradisca
d’Isonzo.

1963 are the same varieties today,”
says.

“The

most-planted

among white wines was the Tocai
Friulano and less so Pinot Grigio,
compared to today. The red varieties
were very widespread with Merlot,
Cabernet Franc and Refosco dal
Peduncolo Rosso.” There were about
2,500 – 3,200 vines per hectare. “At
that time, the vineyards were plowed,
the fields were not weeded and
organic fertilizer was used,” Felluga
continues. “The pruning was a doublearched cane with 24 buds in total.”
Higher yields were emphasized then,
he says. “However, in the middle of the
Sixties, DOC regulations were starting
to be implemented in Italy – Chianti,
Barolo, Montalcino and Collio,” he
says.

tank wall of the fiberglass,” he
says. Battonage was not
employed, malolactic fer-

“The varieties that were growing in
Felluga

had was by running water on the

Harvest usually began a little

later, he says, generally after September 15. “The level of sugar at harvest

mentation was used
at times on the
red

wines

only and
wines
w e r e
fined
w i t h
bentonite
before filtering.
“In 1963, aging
was common only
for the reds, usually
for 2 to 4 years,” he
says. “The whites were
not aged. Usually we bottled in spring, with free sulfur dioxide
at 50 grams, and sulfur dioxide was
100 grams.” Wines were sold immediately with no bottle aging.
Joe Babich in Auckland
Joe Babich joined his family’s wine

hydrometer),” Felluga says, “a lower

business in Henderson Valley in 1958.

tion numbers per plant were higher.”
Winegrowing

techniques

were

changing, and new tanks and new
machines that used lower pressures
were being introduced. “The white
grapes were first de-stemmed and
then pressed,” Felluga says, “while
the red grapes were de-stemmed and
then macerated.” Native yeasts were
utilized, and fermentation took place
mainly in cement vats and big barrels.

vines in autumn,” he says. Weeds
under the wires were cut by hand
(“back-breaking work”), and mid-row
weeds were controlled by discing.
Fertilizers, as indicated by soil tests,

“The preferred spray material was the
traditional ‘Bordeaux Mixture’ as

“To begin, the grape varieties in 1963

a fungicide,” Babich says, “and

were totally different,” Babich says.

insecticides often [contained] DDT

“French/American hybrids were the
most-planted varieties, and these
do not exist in any of our vineyards
today. The Seibel and Baco varieties
were replaced with vinifera varieties
during the 60s and early 70s, initially
Muller Thurgau.”
Vineyards were planted three meters
between rows and two meters
between plants on four-wire trellises.

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

from the vines in spring and into the

were used annually.

was of 18-19 sugar babo (a type of
level than today because the produc-

“The vineyard was ploughed away

prior to its banning by regulation.”
Cane pruning was practiced then as
now with leaf plucking for light and
better spray penetration. Efforts were
always made to maximize yield, rather
than control it, he says.
“The varieties grown rarely attained
high sugar levels,” he says, and
harvest was generally a week or two
earlier. “Weather was a greater worry,
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90 percent.” (It is somewhat ironic in
retrospect that Napa Valley ever had
low-alcohol problems!)
On the crush pad, grapes were dumped
into a hopper and took by conveyor belt
to a crusher. Whites went into a press.
Reds would go into a larger tank, a huge
redwood vessel at BV which had been
used to make “sherry.”
“The big problem in the winery those
days was not enough temperature
control during wine making,” says
Grgich, who came to the United States
from Croatia in 1959. “Redwood
tanks were just not jacketed, and you
couldn’t keep wine cool. We put the
as splitting from rain was a greater

was making an appearance, as was

concern than today. Sugar levels

refrigeration. Coupled with the replant-

rarely exceeded 20 Brix”. Grapes

ing of vineyards with vinifera varieties,

were hand-picked and manually tipped

wine quality improved immensely. Bot-

into a crusher/de-stemmer. Fermenta-

tling was initially done with a syphon

tion using native yeasts took place

tube and corked with a hand-operated

in concrete vats lined with bees wax,

corker. Labeling was also done by hand.”

and all were hand plunged.

Mike Grgich in Napa Valley

Fermentation temperatures were not
controlled initially, Babich says, “but this
was one of our priority investments in
installing a heat exchanger,” although
it did not enable cold fermentation
below 28 degrees C.“Spontaneous
malolactic occurred sporadically in red
wines, but was not systematically
controlled until the late 60s. We
employed both filtration and fining,
generally with bentonite or gelatin.”
Wines were generally aged for about
12 months in large cooperage (2000-

In 1963, Mike Grgich was a winemaker
with Beaulieu Vineyard, which he says
practiced “the classical French style of
making wine.” He later founded Grgich
Hills winery.

2014

promoted him to sanitary inspector.
Twelve different strains of French
yeasts were used for fermentation.
“The 1962 vintage was the first year
we started malolactic with all the
reds,” he says. “Before that, we took
control after the alcoholic fermenta-

had four vineyards totaling 400 acres,

egg whites before bottling – and spent

he says, and, as it was very hard to

three-to-four months in large oak tanks

pick each variety at the right time,

for harmonization.

the grapes were not always mature.

alcohol brandy [to the must] that was

:

doing doing lab chemistry, then

with gelatin after malolactic, then with

Babich

SU M M ER

Andre Tchelistcheff put him to work

so had problems with maturing.” BV

percent. “Once, when the Cab was

:

Grgich says. So head BV winemaker

basis.” Red wines were fined twice –

at 18 degrees sugar, we added high-

WIN E J OURN AL

“Sanitation was not what it is today,”

roll virus,” Grgich remembers, “and

“It was a period of great change,”

12 |

about 55 degrees F,” he says.

tion. We were first to do on a regular

Alcohols were often as low as 11-12

steel

as cool as you can get today, only

“The vines in those days all had leaf-

4000 liters).

concludes. “Stainless

wine in an isolated cool room, but not

“At this time, we had a problem
keeping wine from re-fermenting in
the bottle because of poor filtration,”
Grgich recalls. It wasn’t until 1964-65,

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

he says, that BV started using Millipore

grapevine

most

less of region, are several. Hybrids

filtration just before bottling and after

dangerous parasite for the quantity of

and high-yield varieties were often

asbestos filtration. “We learned that

the grapes, was fought with lead

prized. Yields were higher, and sugars

from Gallo and Italian Swiss Colony,”

arsenate, which was extremely toxic.”

at harvest were lower. Chemical fer-

Grgich says.

caterpillar,

“the

There was no green harvest at the

“Wines were not well-made then,

time, and yields were high – about

especially the whites,” he says frankly.

70 hectoliters of wine per hectare, as

“Riesling, dry Chablis, Sauternes were

compared with 50 hectoliters today.

just ordinary wines.” From BV, Grgich

The actual harvest itself began about

continued his career at Robert Mon-

September 25. Today, Gaja says, its

davi “where we started using modern

stretches from September 5 into Octo-

techniques, cleaning the wine juice by

ber. The resulting wines in 1963 were

centrifuging, and filtering before and

generally somewhat less-alcoholic –

during fermentation to retain aromas.”

about 12.5 percent.

Angelo Gaja in Barbaresco

“Maceration was in big wood casks or

Angelo Gaja joined the family firm in
1961 at the age of 21 after having studied
winemaking in both Italy and France.
When Gaja started winemaking,
Nebbiolo was the primary grape with
about 70 percent of production and
Barbera and Dolcetto were the number
2 and 3 grapes respectively. Nebbiolo
has slightly increased, Dolcetto
has disappeared, Barbera has shrunk
to about 7 percent and international
varieties now make up about 18 percent of production. There was “hand
elimination of the weeds in the vine
rows,” Gaja says, “and mechani-

concrete tanks and lasted from 90 to
120 days, with high extraction of green
tannins – aggressive!” he says. Native
yeasts were used for fermentation,
with no enzymes or other nourishment. There was no laboratory analysis.
“There was no temperature control,
so there was often stopped fermenta-

often

only

partially

completed.

Juice and young wines were constantly
being exposed to oxygen. Fining was
common, but filtering less so.
Young winemakers 50 years ago were
often rebellious, wanting to break free
of what they considered the unscientific methodology used by their elders.
Instead, they sought out what science
might offer them to better control their
winemaking.
In 1963, the search for authenticity had
not yet been invented.

Roger Morris is a Pennsylvania-

with a vertical screw.

years, or about double what it is today.

based writer who contributes
articles to several publications,
including Wine Enthusiast,
Town & Country, The Drinks

There was no battonage. Gelatin was

Business, Beverage Media

used for clarification, but there was

and TheDailyMeal.com.

no filtering. “We did hand bottling in
the open air,” Gaja says, not worrying
about oxygen exposure.

fertilizer. Copper and sulfur solutions

The common threads of what was

were used to control mildew, but

authentic winemaking in 1963, regard-

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

it often took place sporadically if at all.

controls when the wine was pressed

necessary, often as long as four to five

half manure and half chemical (NPK)

fermentation was little understood, so

About The Author

grass between rows.

half. Fertilizer at the time was about

were often uncontrollable. Malolactic

Similarly, there were no oxygen

extensive aging in big cask was

about two dozen – have been cut in

native yeasts, alcoholic fermentations

spring and summer,” and it was

vineyard.” Now there is permanent

number of buds retained then – then

temperature controls and the use of

tation was spontaneous later in the

Partly because of the tannins,

also used in 1963, he says, but the

were often toxic. Because of lack of

tion,” Gaja says. “Malolactc fermen-

cal elimination in the other parts of the

The present Guyot shoot training was

tilizers were often used, and sprays
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Delectable
Dessert
Pairings
by Michael Schafer, CSW

P

airing wines with your favorite desserts can be a
challenging proposition. But don’t be deterred, it’s “as easy
as pie.” There are some simple guidelines that, when
followed, will enhance your enjoyment of both pairing
partners, the dessert and the wine. Naturally, the cardinal
rule is to drink what you like with whatever dessert
you’re eating!

Desserts with a custard or vanilla focus are usually lighter in
appearance, flavor and texture than other desserts. Panna
cotta, flan, rice pudding and crème brûlée are complemented
by lighter wines. Late harvest Rieslings, demi-sec (off-dry
in French) champagnes, and Moscato di Astis are all excellent partners for lighter desserts. Vanilla poached pears or
zabaglione served with a Moscato are surefire hits!

PAIRING VARIABLES

Fruity desserts, including tarts, turnovers and pavlovas
taste even better when partnered with dessert wines having flavors similar to the dessert. Whether you’re serving
apple, pear or lemon tarts, classic choices like Sauternes
or Muscat de Beaumes de Venise (both French wines)
enhance the dessert. Ice wines are traditional matches for
fruit-focused desserts. Late harvest Gewürztraminers are
especially scrumptious with ginger accented desserts
because the spiciness of the wine reflects that of the dish.

Aside from your personal preferences, the wine should be
sweeter than the dessert. While there exceptions to this
standard, they are risky. Why? If the dessert is sweeter
than the wine, the wine will taste bitter, flat and sour. It’s
best to pair the color of the wine with the color of the
dessert, as the dessert gets darker, so should the wine.
There are three variables to consider when matching wines
with desserts. The first is sweetness, and, we now know,
the wine needs to be sweeter than the dessert. Secondly,
we need to ascertain the acidity of the pairing partners.
Fruity desserts contain acid in the fruit itself, thereby
pairing well with wines with a bit of acidity. Lastly, let’s
examine the intensity of the partner, whether it be the
dessert or the wine.
14 |
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If you really want to mirror the wine to your berry dessert,
choose a fruit wine. Raspberry or blueberry based sweet
endings are enhanced by wines from those fruits. Just
make sure the wine is sweet!

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

Darker, richer desserts call for wines that “stand up” to
bolder, more opulent final courses. Caramel desserts,
particularly those with a bit of salt, partner with Tawny port
like rock does roll or Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers! The
nutty caramel flavors of the port reflect the dessert
and vice versa. Late harvest Zinfandels are great wines
to pair with berry desserts such as blueberry buckle and
raspberry cheesecake.
AU CHOCOLAT?
Ahhh, who doesn’t love chocolate? So, what wines pair best
with your favorite chocolate dessert? Let’s look at white
chocolate followed by milk chocolate, finishing with dark
chocolate. Each type pairs best with different types of wine.
White chocolate is the softest, mildest form of chocolate.
It’s actually derived from true chocolate. White chocolate
lacks the cocoa solids found in milk chocolate and dark
chocolate. From a technical perspective it isn’t really
chocolate. As cocoa butter is the primary ingredient, white
chocolate is creamy, mellow and buttery. Sweet Spanish
sherries pair well with lighter chocolate.
Popular sparkling wines like a Moscato d’Asti or Prosecco
from Italy, and champagnes that are demi-sec can compliment white chocolate. The bubbles in the sparkling wines
compliment the buttery taste of white chocolate. Orange
Muscats can be fun and a bit unusual to enjoy if your
budget allows buying a few bottles. Lastly, really
sweet Rieslings such as Eisweins (ice wines) add to the
chocolate experience. These wine are lighter in style than
many sweet wines. As a result, they pair well with light
white chocolate.
Milk chocolate is the most popular style of chocolate. It
must contain 10 percent chocolate liquor, 3.7 percent milk
fats, and 12 percent milk solids. The best wine to drink with
milk chocolate is Brachatto d’Aqui’, a sweet, slightly sparkling wine from Italy. This sparkling Italian is fruity and highlights the sweetness of the chocolate. If you want to enjoy
a red wine with milk chocolate, choose a lighter, fruiter
red instead of a big bold red wine. A fruity Merlot or a bigger style Pinot Noir is best. Tawny ports also pair with milk
chocolate, especially if there are nuts in the chocolate,
because the nuttiness of the Tawny port compliments
the flavor of the nuts. A Hungarian Tokjai is an interesting
choice if your budget allows for this rather unusual wine.

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

Dark or bittersweet chocolate is very popular, especially
in many desserts. Usually ranging from 35 percent cocoa
solids to 75 percent cocoa solids, this is the richest, most
intense chocolate available. As these chocolates are less
sweet than white chocolate or milk chocolate, a bolder wine
is required. Many people choose a Cabernet Sauvignon to
drink with dark chocolate, be careful, too much tannin can
make the wine taste harsh. Try a Cabernet Sauvignon that’s
softer than the one you would serve with that rib-eye steak.
Zinfandel can be a great match with darker chocolates.
Port wines are a classic pairing with darker chocolate.
From simple ruby ports, to LBVs (late bottled vintage),
to vintage ports, these fortified wines have the structure to
enhance the flavors of your desserts. Tawny ports compliment nutty desserts.
Banyuls, a fortified wine from France is The Wine
Counselor’s Choice for pairing with chocolate, particularly
dark chocolate. This wine morphs itself to fit the type of
chocolate you’re enjoying. Try it, you’ll be amazed, and so
will your guests!
For many wine lovers, a glass of dessert wine all by itself is
their favorite dessert! Are you one of us?

About The Author
Michael Schafer Esq. is a sommelier and a CSW
(Certified Specialist of Wine), based in Michigan.
As an instructor at the International Culinary School
of the Art Institute of Michigan, he teaches classes
in Viticulture & Enology and in Food & Beverage
Operations Management.

For more information, visit Michael’s blog at
WineCounselor.net.
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newornoteworthy
										
GRGICH ANNOUNCES
SCHOLARSHIP
Mike Grgich — a 2005 AWS Award of Merit
recipient — began his life as a peasant in
communist-controlled Croatia and arrived in the
Napa Valley with $32, his life savings, sewn
into the sole of his shoes. He was able
to fulfill his American dream first by having his
1973 Chateau Montelena Chardonnay win the
1976 Paris Tasting and then by founding his own
winery, Grgich Hills Estate in 1977. A bottle of
the 1973 Chateau Montelena Chardonnay is
currently displayed at the Smithsonian National
Museum of American History.
More recently, this pioneering, award-winning
winemaker established the Miljenko “Mike”
Grgich American Dream Scholarship to provide
deserving young wine professionals an
opportunity to succeed and to honor the
adoptive country that has given him so much.
This scholarship helps enable the next generation to achieve their own dreams through a
professional wine studies program accredited
by The James Beard Foundation. Grgich turned
91 on April 1, the same date all scholarship
offerings will be officially posted on the
foundation’s website.
“We wanted to share my dad’s success and legacy in a meaningful way and The James Beard
Foundation’s mission and educational pursuits
resonate strongly with us,” said daughter and
Vice President of Operations Violet Grgich.
The winery continues to receive international
awards for its balanced, elegant wines and is
recognized as a leader in sustainable vineyard
practices. Grgich Hills’ entire acreage is certified organic and the winery has converted to
solar power. For more information, visit http://
www.grgich.com.

see satisfaction, according to a recent survey
conducted by independent research firm
Franchise Business Review.
The survey asked franchisees questions related
to training and support, system communication,
franchisor/franchisee relations, financial opportunity, business lifestyle, and overall satisfaction with their business.
“The whole ‘sip and paint’ space is very
popular right now, but Pinot’s Palette’s FBR
score shows there is a lot more to their
success than popularity with consumers,” said
Franchise Business Review president Michelle
Rowan. “In their second year surveying with
us, Pinot’s Palette scored significantly higher
than average in every category of our survey
— training and support, financial opportunity,
leadership, and more.”
Pinot’s Palette has declared itself a pioneer of
the “paint & sip” experience — a revolutionary
way to enjoy art and wine, meet new people
and bond with friends. With 68 locations in
the U.S., Pinot’s Palette is one of the fastestgrowing paint and sip franchises in the country.
Guests enjoy a no-experience required art class
— all supplies included — directed by trained,
local artists, who guide guests step-by-step
through a featured painting. For more
information visit www.PinotsPalette.com.
According to Wikipedia, “the first reported
paint and sip studio was Sips n Strokes, started
in 2004 by artist Wendy LoVoy in Alabama. The
business began franchising in 2009. In 2007, a
studio named Corks n Canvas, was started by
Renee Maloney and Cathy Deano near New Orleans. Pinot’s Palette was founded in Houston
in 2009 by Craig Ceccanti and Charles and Beth
Willis, and began franchising in 2011.”
There are an estimated 200 paint and sip
companies in the United States and Canada.

PINOT’S PALETTE
GETS HIGH PRAISE

by Jim Rink

DARE TO PAIR
Alamos® Wines, producers of “America’s most
preferred Malbec,” today announced a partnership with Adam Richman, host of NBC’s Food
Fighters. As a popular TV food personality, Richman will use his culinary expertise to create
five new Daring Pairing recipes designed to pair
specifically with Alamos’ Argentine wines.
“A lot of people love wine, but worry about
making the wrong choice when pairing wine
with food. I think I’m fortunate to have found
Alamos and to have had the opportunity to visit
Argentina. Not only did I get to taste amazing
wines like Alamos Malbec, but I got to experience the flavors of Argentinian food - from
gourmet cuisine to awesome street food,” said
Richman. “Alamos creates delicious, respected
and reasonably priced wines,” he added, “and
I’m looking forward to creating daring dishes
that combine flavors from my kitchen with the
flavors of Argentina and pairing them with
Alamos wines.”
Alamos Malbec is versatile enough to complement just about any food. Unique growing conditions at the foothills of Argentina’s Andes
Mountains produce Malbec grapes that
combine bold layers of flavor and excellent
natural acidity for a wine that enhances any
meal. The high elevation of the vineyards
provides the ideal climate and sun exposure to
yield grapes with rich, layered aromas and flavors.
In addition to the award-winning Malbec, the
Alamos portfolio of high-quality Argentine
wines also includes Cabernet Sauvignon, Red
Blend, Malbec Selección, Chardonnay, and the
bright, fruity white wine Torrontés.
Do you dare to pair? Join Alamos Wines on
Facebook at www.facebook.com/AlamosWines
for daring wine and food pairing ideas and new
recipes from Adam Richman.

Pinot’s Palette, a national franchise that’s part
art studio/part wine bar, scored high in franchi-
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LITTLE RIVER INN
A ‘Storied’ Mendocino Coast Tradition

A

by George Medovoy

s Mel McKinney will tell you, where there’s smoke,

The book takes place just after Kennedy was assassinated, so,

there’s bound to be a good story.

sadly, the President never actually gets to smoke the cigars.

In fact, “Where There’s Smoke” is the title of the

A cigar devotee himself, McKinney has some favorites of

innkeeper’s novel about President John F. Kennedy’s plans

his own: Dominican and Nicaraguan versions of the Bolivar

to round up as many Cuban cigars as could be found just

Robusto, and, of course, he will be happy to trade notes on

ahead of the Cuban economic embargo.

the subject with any of his guests.

Published by St. Martin’s Press in 1999, the novel is a

McKinney has also been a duck hunter most of his adult

fictionalized treatment of what McKinney notes is a

life, and his newest book – to be released and distributed

“completely true” story.

initially by Amazon – is called “Dead Duck,” in which the
author introduces “the reader to the notion that duck

“The night before JFK heightened the blockade…

hunting has a beauty to it and an ethic to it,” though he tries

making flirting with the

“not to preach that through

enemy a crime…,” he says,

the characters.”

“Kennedy sent Salinger out
to scour Washington and

When he’s not busy writing,

Baltimore for (his) favorite

McKinney holds forth at his

Upmann Cuban cigars.”

family’s storied coastal inn
on Highway 1, about two

A former civil trial lawyer in

miles south of the charming

the San Francisco Bay Area,

village of Mendocino, which

McKinney uses the true story as a kind of “prop” for

doubled as a New England setting in the 1966 hit movie,

“Where There’s Smoke.”

“The Russians Are Coming, The Russians Are Coming.”

Says the innkeeper: “It basically uses a fictionalized

McKinney remembers the night the late comedian

account of the aftermath of Kennedy’s getting those

Jonathan Winters, one of the stars in the movie, took

cigars and supposes what happened to them,”

a break from filming and “conducted a three-hour, non-

peppering the tale with fictional elements of intrigue

stop monologue…that had people literally rolling on

like mafia characters, an ex-patriot Cuban, and a chase

the floor in uncontrollable laughter (in Little River Inn’s

for diamonds originally hidden in some cigars in Cuba.

Whale Watch bar).”
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Anecdotes like this can be found in “The Finn, the Twin

It was Van Fleet, in fact, who won an Oscar for Best

and the Inn,” McKinney’s soon-to-be-re-issued history of

Supporting Actress in “East of Eden.”

the pet-friendly Little River Inn, which celebrates its 75th
anniversary this year with a round of special events

In 1947, Mendocino’s very own Main Street was seen in

culminating on Memorial Day weekend, May 24-26.

the movie “Johnny Belinda,” for which Jane Wyman won
an Oscar for Best Actress.
But that’s only half the story.
On Wyman’s visit to Little River Inn, her husband at the
time, Ronald Reagan, got down on the floor and showed
everyone his old football moves.
Just imagine -- who in Little River Inn’s bar back then could
have known that they were watching the next President of
the United States?
Of course, the show must go on, and while it doesn’t
involve football moves, the entertaining McKinney is
known to play “Happy Birthday” on his trumpet for guests
celebrating their birthday in Little River Inn’s wonderful
restaurant, where son-in-law Marc Dym, classically trained

The inn has been a family institution ever since Ole, of

at the Culinary Institute of America, is chef.

Finnish descent, and his wife, Cora Hervilla, McKinney’s
late in-laws, opened the place in 1939.

Of my own experience in the restaurant, I particularly
remember the Petrale sole meuniere, fresh from Noyo

That was when Hollywood discovered Little River Inn’s

Harbor up the road in Fort Bragg.

farmhouse-style, main building as an ideal getaway up here
along California’s somewhat remote north coast.

Then there’s a terrific Little River Inn breakfast item, Ole’s
Swedish Pancakes, served with Olallieberry jam, and as

Over the years, Hollywood has also favored the Mendocino

McKinney likes to say: “The place would crumble without

area as a setting for many films, including “Frenchman’s

Olallieberry jam.”

Creek,” starring Arturo de Cordova and Joan Fontaine in
1943, and “East of Eden,” with James Dean and Jo Van

Chef Dym, who was a restaurant consultant in Tel Aviv in

Fleet in 1954.

the late 1990s, is concentrating these days on a farm-tofork, sustainability approach to his menu.
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Moreover, in honor of the inn’s 75th anniversary, he teamed

sunset; a 9-hole golf course that plays 18 the second time

up with the Anderson Valley Brewing Company to produce

around with reconfigured tees; and a spa.

Saison 75, a Belgian Farmhouse-style beer with three types
of hops, Magnum, Fuggle and Goldings, as well as his own

Then, of course, there’s the nearby, very walkable village

spice blend.

of Mendocino, with quaint shops and panoramic views of
the water.

The restaurant also features many wines, including
vintages from Mendocino County, of course, with John

Once a coastal logging center in earlier times, Mendocino

Sverko, an authority on California wines, as sommelier.

is also known for its signature, historic water towers, with
some restored versions still dominating the village skyline

Currently in its fifth generation of family ownership

here and there.

and management, Little River Inn’s philosophy, notes
McKinney, is “family hospitality.”

Meanwhile, as night falls at Little River Inn, it’s time to
settle in, light a fire, and, well, take advantage of the sounds

“We feel that most, if not all, of our guests are part of our

of the sea to slip into sleep.

family,” he says, “and many have been coming here for
generations. We try to embrace and treat them as if they

More information about Little River Inn is available at

are family.”

www.littleriverinn.com.

It’s a lovely setting, all 225 acres of it across from the ocean
and 67 rooms with wonderful ocean views, especially at
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RESEARCH REVIEW

This review discusses the tools

tise relates to the consumer sensory

254 of original text. Table 2) the requi-

provided by sensory evaluation profes-

experience. The superior abilities of

sites necessary to start implementing

sionals to assist wineries in challeng-

wine experts seem to be linked to their

one at either of two investment levels:

ing their current wine styles and

greater wine knowledge, rather than to

using winery personnel (cost-effective

developing new products.

their superior sensory acuities. And the

program), or using an external panel

author mentions an excellent example

(optimum program).

In a Sensory Symposium organized
as part of the 50th Anniversary of the
American Society for Enology and
Viticulture, Dr. Ann Noble noted that
“wineries are not taking advantage of

of what wine experts sometimes rely
on: “I smell gooseberry, therefore this
wine is a Sauvignon Blanc, and I should
also smell grapefruit and cat urine.”

Regardless of the sophistication of the
sensory program we may adopt, the
author reminds us of some “shoulds”
that always apply:

the vast strides that have been made

Sensory Evaluation of
			 Review of Current

in sensory methods and data analy-

sis.” As the current author points out,
a key conclusion of this symposium

was that “although the wine industry

values sensory data, very few wineries

by Isabelle Lesschaeve - As reviewed by

are using sensory techniques in their
winery operations.”
In the first part of the review, the
author addresses the question “what
is a wine expert?” and contrasts it with
“what is an expert assessor?” A wine
expert “has extensive experience in a
product category, and is able to perform evaluations to draw conclusions
on effects of raw material, processing,
storage, aging, etc.” In contrast, an
expert assessor is “someone with a
high degree of sensory acuity who has
the ability to make consistent and
repeatable sensory assessments.”

experts have superior abilities to
discriminate between wines, it is
interesting to examine how this exper-
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1) wines should always be tasted blind,

no evidence that wine expertise can

2) the tasting should be organized by

predict consumer liking or market

a third party, 3) tasters should not be

success. And that’s where a qualified

informed of the purpose of the test,

sensory evaluation program can be

4) comments (as well as meaningful

extremely valuable.

gestures or noises) should happen

Far from replacing traditional tastings,
the author emphasizes how sensory
evaluation can be the ideal tool to
complement traditional wine tastings
conducted by experts. She believes
one possible reason why sensory analysis might not be so widely accepted

Whereas studies show that wine
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is because wine professionals tend to
think of it as a research tool, when in
fact, it is a business tool. If your winery
does not have a sensory program, the
author captures in a clear table (Page

after individual data has been collected, 5) emerging decisions should be
based on the data and not on the opinion of the leader or a “respected” taster. Finally, 6) tasters should be required
to conduct regular training sessions to
keep their skills sharpened. Performing these tasks ideally would require
a fully-dedicated position, one which
must include the endorsement of winery management, as their resistance
would nullify any potential benefit.

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

Market researchers have traditionally

scores, the objective parameters that

business implications of the

used sensory techniques such as 1)

drive consumer likes and dislikes can

results of their evaluations,

focus groups, in which consumers

be identified.

rather than just the methods

discuss with a moderator why they

used, and,

like or dislike a product, and 2) hedonic

In a variation of this technique, 2) “re-

tests, in which consumers express their

verse engineering” identifies empty

• Teaching wineries to let sensory

degree of liking using a hedonic scale —

spots in the “flavor space” represent-

professionals carry-out parallel

or product ranking — and then answer

ing a niche within a given product cat-

small projects using good

“diagnostic questions” (is sweetness,

egory where no product exists. Once

sensory practices. In this way,

or acidity, or oak, etc “just about right,”

this is determined, the researchers

the results achieved with both

“too weak,” or “too strong”).

try to design a product with just those

methods can be credibly com-

specific flavor characteristics, which

pared, and the complementary

they predict would please specific

— or sometimes brand-new

segments of the population.

information — can be fully

These marketing techniques have
sometimes proven unhelpful to winemakers due mainly to the fact that

appreciated.

consumer language tends to be quite

Towards the end of the review the

different than technical language. For

author reflects on possible steps that

Finally, some new topics that sensory

instance,when consumers are asked

would make sensory evaluation more

evaluation faces in the immediate

Wine and Commercial Realities:
Practices and Perspectives
Bibiana Guerra, U.C. Davis Department of Viticulture and Enology
about sweetness, they will answer

widespread and accessible to the

future include: 1) adopting techniques

according to their perception of sweet-

wineries, such as:

that truly mimic the way consumers

ness, not the winemaker’s interpretation of sweetness (more based on
knowledge

of

residual

sugar,

• Having more sensory professionals trained, as these

perhaps…?)

positions are often taken by

To overcome this language discrepan-

formal training,

people who have received little

cy, researchers have tried to develop
new

sensory/marketing

techniques

that would bypass the need for consumers to “verbalize” their sensations. Two such techniques include: 1)
preference mapping, in which products
are first analyzed for their chemical and
flavor properties, in addition to their
consumer “liking.” Then, by correlating the objective analytical measurements with the subjective consumer
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

• Getting educators to emphasize the difference between
“wine sensory evaluation” and
“wine appreciation,” as courses
that teach the latter do not
necessarily end up teaching
sound sensory practices,
• Having sensory professionals

drink wine when relaxing (i.e. repeated
sipping), 2) a new sensory methodology called temporal dominance sensations, and how it compares with time
intensity measurements, and 3) developing consumer rejection thresholds
for given defects (in contrast to expert
rejection thresholds), which may have
important

economic

consequences

given that consumers tend to reject
wines at much higher levels of taint
than experts do.
See full article at: http://ajevonline.org/
content/58/2/252.full.pdf+html.

emphasize in their reports the
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BELLAROSE
C

anandaigua Lake is located in the heart of New York’s

silver flatware! Nothing less than candlelight could soften the

picturesque Finger Lakes. The area around the lake is

breakfast mood and content the guest who is fully refreshed from

peaceful, relaxing, and truly idyllic cottage country. It is also

a relaxing and comfortable night in a Victorian treasure. There is a

wine country! With its unique climate and soil characteris-

definite bonus to the pristine quaintness of the surroundings:

tics, vintners have taken advantage of the area since the

the host and hostess who treat each guest quite royally.

1600s. As late as the 1880s, J. Albert Granger of the prestigious
Granger family of Canandaigua, established a large plot at Granger
Point near the bottom of Canandaigua Lake to grow grapes, which
he then sold to Widmer’s Wine Cellars in nearby Naples.
Today, there are several fine vintners around the lake. It is a great
place to explore the vineyards, and, of course, taste the wines!
The Canandaigua Wine Trail has been around since the 1990s and
boasts some of the finest grapes, wineries and wines. New
York State Wine and Culinary Center was established in Canandaigua in 2006 to promote and document the New York State
wine industry.
Exploring the Wine Trail is an adventure in both taste and stamina.
It definitely requires a good night’s rest coupled with a fulfilling,
sumptuous, and elegant breakfast to start the day off right. What
could be better than a three-course breakfast (beginning, of course,
with a breakfast dessert) served on fine china with finely polished

The Bella Rose is exactly what its name describes. It is an elegant
lady, a grand lady in the guise of an historic Victorian mansion on
upper Main Street in Canandaigua, New York. It is one of three,
very unique, Queen Anne style Victorian homes situated next
door to each other on North Main Street. Saunders and Mead,
well-known Canandaigua builders, built the Bella Rose in 1895.
It sits facing the massive estate of the esteemed Gideon Granger,
now an historic landmark and museum. All of the houses that line
the street facing the Granger Homestead are dignified with
elaborate wood designs.
The Bella Rose is spectacular with its pillars and railings that trail
the wrap-around porch. Each detail is accentuated with finely
carved decorative features such as the trim under the eaves
and also embracing the almost hidden second-floor balcony. The
bay window on one side of the house, and the large, decorative
stained glass windows add a flare of distinct elegance. Some of
the defining Queen Anne features inside the house include the
elaborately carved oak railing that trails the grand staircase to the
second floor, the finely polished woodwork that surrounds each
room and each doorway, and the unique fireplace in the large
open foyer.
The Bella Rose was built for a prosperous, upper middle class
family, and it remained a family home until the end of the twentieth century. After so many years of being a family home, the
Bella Rose was sold to Renee Scorsone and Chris Miller, former
employees of Kodak. The couple had spent many years holidaying
across North America and testing the various bed and breakfast
establishments wherever they visited. Upon retiring from Kodak,
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BED AND
BREAKFAST
IN VICTORIAN
ELEGANCE
by Emily-Jane Hills Orford

Scorsone and Miller decided it was time to create their own B&B

“The deep burgundy/rose suited the house better than the original

paradise, a home away from home for weary travellers. After

yellow,” Miller explained. “We matched the yellow as close as we

searching around, they discovered a well-used Victorian treasure

could to the original and we even had the approval of the Heritage

in Canandaigua and made it an eight year project to restore it to its

Society. As we started to paint the exterior yellow, we realized

former glory, a showpiece for guests to enjoy.

that it just did not suit the house at all. We had already purchased

The couple took one
room at a time and
worked

through

the

the original yellow paint, so we didn’t want to waste it. We used it
to highlight the trim around the house. We felt the house needed
a bolder colour as its dominant colour.”

house, doing most of

The Bella Rose is the elegant lady on upper Main Street, Canandai-

the work themselves.

gua, just a few blocks north of the historic shopping district and the

They painted the ceil-

picturesque Canandaigua Lake. Since it opened its doors in 2007,

ings, and replaced the old wallpaper with new designs charac-

countless guests have marveled at the pristine eloquence of this

teristic of the late nineteenth century. They sanded and polished

Queen Anne style Victorian mansion. They have relaxed in plush

the decorative woodwork throughout the house, making even the

settee and richly upholstered chairs of the front foyer or living room,

original wood floors shine. They covered the floors with period

slept comfortably on thick cushioned beds, and enjoyed at least one

rugs and hung deep coloured swag drapes over lighter sheers on

deluxe, three-course breakfast, served by candlelight on fine china

the large picture windows to create an ambiance of Victorian

with slickly polished silver flatware. One night in the Bella Rose

living. The plumbing had to be updated, improved and extended

begs the guest to stay yet another night and to re-visit the B&B

to include private bathrooms for each of the three guestrooms.

frequently. This kind of spoiling is hard to find, as it is not often that

The kitchen had to be totally gutted and redesigned to make it

one can go away for a relaxing holiday and be treated very royally.

functional as well as cozy. The old knob-and-tube wiring had to be

As for the wine tour, the Bella Rose host and hostess can both

totally replaced and central air installed (twice, since the first unit

recommend and assist in arranging tours. They are a fountain of

they installed turned out to be defective).

knowledge on the local area and are more than willing to go out of
their way to help their guests find the tourist spots of their choos-

Once the house was fully restored to Scorsone and Miller’s sat-

ing, the restaurant that suits their taste buds, and the local events

isfaction, they started to scour antique stores and specialty shops

that might be of interest. Good food, good host/hostess/ great

to furnish their Victorian treasure with appropriate character

accommodations, what more could the dignified tourist require?

pieces. In 2007, the couple felt they were ready to open their treasure to paying guests. They needed a name, though. “Bella Rose”
was selected because it suited the home that was now painted a
deep rose on the outside, contrary to the original yellow that had

The Bella Rose is located at 290 North Main Street, Canandaigua,
New York. For more information, check out the Bella Rose
website at: www.bellarosebb.com or phone: 585-393-9937.

covered the house since the late 1800s.
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21 Wines to Watch

Ellen Landis, CS, CSW

Skywalker Vineyards | 2010 Pinot Noir | Marin County, California
Generous red and black fruit aromas lift from the glass with this smooth, elegantly structured wine. On the palate, black cherry, pomegranate, raspberry,
mushroom and baking spice notes meld delectably. Here is an exceptionally
well-built Pinot Noir with impressive depth of flavors wrapped around silky
tannins and a finish that is never-ending.

Von Holt Wines | 2009 Suacci Vineyard Pinot Noir
Sonoma Coast, California
This multilayered, well balanced Pinot Noir offers up intoxicating forest floor and
wild mushroom aromas. Seductively filling the mouth are flavors of black cherry,
exotic spices, tart red currant, dried herbs and understated oak interlacing in
harmony. A focused and pure Pinot Noir with impressive depth and length.

Food pairing: Mushroom risotto | SRP: $70 | skywalkervineyards.com

Food pairing: Savory stuffed mushrooms | SRP: $42 | vonholtwines.com

Corison Winery | 2010 Kronos Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon
Napa Valley, California

St. Amant Winery | 2012 Marian’s Vineyard Old Vine Zinfandel
Lodi, California

Resounding black cherry and perfumed floral notes fully capture the nose with this
complex, energetic Cabernet Sauvignon. Layers of blackberry, cassis, spiced plum,
tobacco and a touch of earthy minerality converge and flow in harmony across the
palate. The senses remain engaged completely through the memorable finish. Lively
acidity keeps it vibrant, the oak is exquisitely integrated, and the firm, assertive tannins
promise longevity; unquestionably an age-worthy wine.

Gobs of ripe blackberries and loganberries fill the senses with this decadent, immensely palate pleasing Zinfandel crafted from century old vines. Accents of clove
and cinnamon toast enhance the luscious fruit, and the texture is velvety smooth.
Simply splendid with the acids, bountiful fruit and tannins perfectly balanced.

Food pairing: Steak au poivre | SRP: $135 | corison.com
Hendry Ranch Wines | 2011 Zinfandel Blocks 7 & 22 | Napa Valley, California
This classy, full bodied Zinfandel is wildly expressive with aromas of succulent
cherries and wild berries blasting from the glass. The stunning purity upon entry
joins lush mouth filling flavors of sweet sun-ripened black cherries, raspberries,
vanilla and a sprinkling of allspice. The abundant fruit and refined tannins are
offset by rockin’ acidity and the finish is intense and gratifying.
Food pairing: Manicotti with a savory red sauce | SRP: $35 | hendrywines.com

Food pairing: Moroccan lamb tagine | SRP: $24 | stamantwine.com
Anyela’s Vineyards | 2010 Noiret | Skaneateles, New York
I’ve been a fan of this spicy red variety for years and this is a lovely example with
its black pepper and savory elements filling the senses and prevailing throughout. At the core, juicy black raspberries and wild berries with accents of freshly
cracked multi-colored peppercorns and crushed dried herbs sound off melodiously.
This darkly hued Noiret is stimulating with a nice lean quality that carries through
the satisfying finish.
Food pairing: Thai beef satay | SRP: $13.95 | anyelasvineyards.com

Wolf Mountain Vineyards & Winery | 2011 Brut Rosé | Dahlonega, Georgia

Raymond Vineyards | 2009 St. Helena Cabernet Sauvignon
Napa Valley, California

Here is an eye catching sparkling wine that delightfully tickles the nose with its
lively stream of tiny bubbles. It delivers in equal measure on the palate with
flavors of fresh raspberries, dried cranberries, a hint of rising bread dough and a
splash of lime. This snappy wine is balanced with a creamy quality on the mid
palate, finishing with brightness and lift.

This Cab Sauv warmly welcomes you into the glass with its alluring spice-adorned
dark fruit aroma. Pure and demonstrative with layer upon layer of dark berry, black
currant, licorice, tobacco spice and pencil lead notes unraveling provocatively on the
palate. A well-crafted wine that shows beautifully now, and its depth, balance and
complexity promise years of life ahead for future enjoyment.

Food pairing: Triple cream brie | SRP: $24.95 | wolfmountainvineyards.com

Food pairing: Beef tenderloin with cambozola cream | SRP: $85
raymondvineyards.com

Barnard Griffin Winery | 2011 Cabernet Sauvignon
Columbia Valley, Washington
Dark fruit and floral notes arouse the senses with this elegant Cabernet
Sauvignon. The invigorating essence of black plums, fresh dark cherries,
orange zest, savory spice and well positioned oak notes weave deliciously
on the palate with delightful structure and balance. This medium bodied, full
flavored wine with soft, smooth tannins finishes with vim and vigor.

Presqu’ile Winery | 2010 Chardonnay | Santa Maria Valley, California

Food pairing: Philly cheesesteak sandwich | SRP: $17 | barnardgriffin.com

If you seek buttery nuances in your Chardonnay you will revel in this beauty.
Mouthwatering butter-dotted baked apple aromas and flavors bring joy to the
nose and the palate, and brown spice highlights chime in adding dimension
mid palate. The texture is smooth and creamy, and the minimal new oak aging
is appreciated; a deftly crafted wine.
Food pairing: Vichyssoise | SRP: $35 | presquilewine.com

Alba Vineyard | 2012 Riesling | Warren Hills, New Jersey

Plum Creek Cellars | 2011 Cabernet Franc | Grand Valley, Colorado

The arrival of spring is a perfect time to enjoy this mouthwatering, fruit-focused
Riesling that bursts from the glass with aromas and flavors of juicy white peach,
fresh cut pineapple and a thread of citrus permeating all the way to the final drop.
Bright and upbeat with plenty of verve through the thirst quenching aftertaste.

Here is an engaging Cabernet Franc that opens with subtle capsicum and earth
notes, classic traits of this vinifera grape. Unfolding fluently on the palate are
tasty flavors of cassis, wild raspberries, huckleberries and pretty fresh herb
accents. Lean, well balanced and nicely weighted with precise integration of oak
through the graceful finish.

Food pairing: Crab dumplings | SRP: $12.99 | albavineyard.com
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Food pairing: Slow roasted brisket of beef | SRP: $18 | plumcreekwinery.com

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

Artezin Wines | 2012 Old Vine Zinfandel | Mendocino County, California
In this glass is a striking Zinfandel that boasts juicy blackberries, blueberries,
raspberries, fresh ground black pepper and cocoa nuances gliding across the
palate with ease. This elegantly structured Zin heralds its terroir beautifully.
An easy to sip red wine that finishes with the mouth-filling brambly fruit and
savory spice persisting with style.
Food pairing: Braised pork tenderloin | SRP: $19 | artezin.com
Lavender Ridge Vineyard and Winery | 2013 Grenache Rosé
Sierra Foothills, California
The glittering hue of this sassy Grenache Rosé dazzles the eye. As the glass
approaches your nose, the engaging fruity aromatic will have you enchanted
before you take your first sip. Fresh strawberry, raspberry, citrus and watermelon
flavors with a dollop of spice mingle gracefully on the palate. The bright acidity
keeps it well balanced and the wine remains crisp and vibrant through the
perky finish.
Food pairing: Pasta primavera | SRP: $16 | lavenderridgevineyard.com
Weathervane Winery | NV Nor’Easter | Lexington, North Carolina
Crafted of estate Chambourcin (a French-American hybrid grape), Nor’Easter is fresh,
expressive and full of flavor. Inviting aromas of loganberry and raspberry greet the
nose. On the palate the core of berries flourishes alongside a kick of herbs and
spice, gaining momentum and lingering with charm on the finish. Nicely restrained
in alcohol at 12 percent, this Chambourcin is a spirited, pleasurable quaff.
Food pairing: Eggplant bruschetta | SRP: $20 | weathervanewinery.com

Savannah-Chanelle Vineyards | 2011 Regan Vineyard Pinot Noir
Santa Cruz Mountains, California
The alluring concentrated Bing cherry fruit on the nose is also attractively
displayed on the palate. There you’ll find layers of black raspberry, exotic spice,
forest floor tones and refreshing cherry cola notes joining in, melding seamlessly
from first sip through lasting finish. This showy, multifaceted Pinot Noir is dynamic
with meticulous balance, and leaves you yearning for more.
Food pairing: Warm duck salad | SRP: $50 | savannahchanelle.com

Triumph Cellars Wines | 2011 Cabernet Sauvignon
St. Helena, Napa Valley, California
Enticing floral and dark berry aromas captivate the nose. Unfolding on the palate
are tempting layers of cassis, blackberry and rich plum compote with notes of
sandalwood, tobacco, anise spice and dried herbs intermingling appetizingly. This
is a chewy Cab Sauv with powerful tannins and nice acids supporting the dense
concentration of fruit.
Food pairing: Marinated flank steak | SRP: $50 | calistogacellars.com
Ferrante Winery | 2012 Vidal Ice Wine | Grand River Valley, Ohio
Settle yourself in a comfy chair and slowly sip this scrumptious wine before
calling it a night. Heavenly aromas of citrus blossom, caramel and fresh clover
honey will put you into a state of dreams. Mesmerizing the palate are flavors of
honey drizzled lemon cake, fresh squeezed oranges and candied pecans brightly
offset by zesty acidity; simply gorgeous.
Food pairing: Angel food cake with orange scented whipped cream
SRP: $28.99 (375ml bottle) | ferrantewinery.com

Stags’ Leap Winery | 2010 “The Leap” Cabernet Sauvignon
Stags Leap District, Napa Valley, California
This 100-percent Cabernet Sauvignon is massively structured yet at the same time
showcases sophistication in spades. Cassis and berry flavors spiked with tobacco,
hints of fresh leather and savory spice demand your attention, and all components
are in exquisite balance. A provocative Cab Sauv that lingers seductively through
the everlasting finish, clearly a cellar worthy selection.
Food pairing: Beef Wellington | SRP: $85 | stagsleap.com

About The Author
Ellen Landis, CS, CSW, a published wine writer, certified sommelier

Kosta Browne | 2011 One Sixteen Chardonnay
Russian River Valley, California

and wine consultant, is involved with many aspects throughout the

From this talented producer renowned for full bodied Pinot Noir comes this
compelling, firmly structured Chardonnay. The alluring spiced apple compote and
citrus blossom aromas will really get your juices flowing. On the palate, green
apple, orange zest and subtle toasty notes intermingle with a hint of lemon
verbena and remain focused on the vivid, lifted finish.

world of wine. As wine director and sommelier at Landis Shores

Food pairing: Lobster pappardelle | SRP: $50 | kostabrowne.com

band and chef Ken Landis, she coordinates and hosts wine events

Ehlers Estate | 2011 “1886” Cabernet Sauvignon | St. Helena, California

to help further educate wine aficionados. She was also a sommelier

A blend of 81 percent Cab Sauvignon, 10 percent Merlot, 8 percent Cab Franc and
1 percent Petit Verdot, this superb wine makes it quite clear there are impressive
gems coming from northern California’s challenging 2011 vintage. Showcasing
black currant and tobacco spice aromas, this tightly woven wine expands divinely
on the palate with cassis, plum jam, black cherry, savory herbs and leather notes
artfully framed by firmly structured tannins. Complex and focused; a remarkable,
cellar-worthy wine.

Oceanfront Inn (Half Moon Bay, CA), which she co-owns with hus-

at the Ritz-Carlton for four years. Ellen has traveled extensively to
many wine regions throughout North America and overseas. Visit
her blog at - www.ellenonwine.com.

Food pairing: Tournedos of beef | SRP: $95 | ehlersestate.com
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Educate

The American Wine Society
is grateful for the support of
those who advertise in the
AWS Journal.

Appreciate

When you meet these sponsors,
please tell them your saw their
message in the AWS Journal

Celebrate

Your ad in the American Wine
Society Journal will reach a targeted
market of sophisticated and
knowledgeable wine consumers.

CLASSIFIEDS

TOURS
La Dolce Vita Wine Tours
Explore the wine regions of Italy,
Spain and Portugal. Sample the
best of Barolo, Brunello, Amarone,
Super Tuscans, and  Rioja's
new wave.
Also, wine and walking combos in
the Cinque Terre, Alps, Tuscany

Call or email today to reserve
your space in the AWS Journal

and Sicily. Small groups, private
tastings, reasonable prices.

888.AWS.9070

888.746.0022
dolcetours.com

executivedirector@
americanwinesociety.org

NEXT ISSUE OF
THE JOURNAL
In the next issue of the
Journal, longtime contributor Bill Wilen, D. Ed. shares
stories with us of some of
the more unusual wines
he has sampled during
his many travels across
the globe.
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ADVERTISE WITH US!

WHO READS THE JOURNAL?
The Wine Journal reaches
a targeted market of
sophisticated and
knowledgeable wine
consumers. Of the members,
98% drink wine every
week, 60% buy at least
ten cases of wine yearly,
and 35% make wine. 60%
of Wine Journal readers
travel to wine regions
at least once per year.

AD RESERVATION
AND REMITTANCE
American Wine Society
Att: John Hames
Proud Member of The American Wine Society

PO Box 279 | Englewood, OH 45322
888-AWS-9070 | (fax) 937.529.7888
executivedirector@americanwinesociety.org

AD SUBMISSION
TECHNICAL QUESTIONS
The Blue Guy Creative
Att: Steve Porter
2185 Britt Street
Grayson, GA 30017
404.925.2677
steve@theblueguy.com

The American Wine Society
Wine Journal is the official
journal of the American Wine Society,
a non-profit educational organization
dedicated to the education of its
members and the general public
on all aspects of wine.
The Wine Journal is a quarterly
publication and is sent to all
AWS members, either
electronically or in print.
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